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Abstract. In this paper, we present a mobile-based participatory sensing method
to engage citizens’ participation in the living quality evaluation. The system called
City Probe consists of the APP and the platform to provide the location-based
services. City Probe allows citizens to identify and assess the spatial issues. By
using the rating function of City Probe APP, citizens can turn the qualitative
spatial issues into measurable UGC data. In addition, the UGC data are visualized
as (1) rating value map, (2) rating amount map, and (3) rating heat map to present
the different quantitative patterns of city. The experiment of arcade survey verifies
the value of City Probe by locating and assessing the OCCUPANCY issue.

Keywords: Participatory sensing · Crowdsourcing · VGI · Decision support
system · UGC

1 Introduction

By contributing recent convergence of greater access to web-enabled and GPS-enable
mobile devices connections, vast numbers of individuals became able to create and share
Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) [22]. The use of mobile devices to upload VGI
data gives citizens the ability to act as sensors. Thus, the term citizen-sensor network refers
to an interconnected network of people who actively observe, report, collect, analyze, and
disseminate information via text, audio, picture, video, or even score messages [24].
Comparing with the expert-driven data, the user-generated contents (UGC) [5, 27] show
less authoritative but more commonsense in the description of daily information. As we
know, the identification referring to city events or activities may need general agreements
as much as we can, not specific perspectives. Therefore, if we look forward the general
investigation of city phenomenon, the ubiquitous citizens who deeply engage their daily
life in the city will be the most powerful sensors. All we need is to provide the proper tool
which can turn citizens’ perception into quantifiable statistics.

In this paper, we propose a novel system called City Probe for the participatory
sensing of citizens. We try to engage citizens to identify and quantify the complex issues
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based on their perception. The system including APP and platform is developed for
citizens’ participation and data collection. A field study operated by City Probe is
conducted to collect the citizens’ feedback for the special issue.

2 Literature Review

Researchers, policymakers and the public use data to understand and persuade. Higher
quality data tend to generate more significant action and better understanding [4]. A new
architecture for data collection in regard to UGC can enhance and systematize existing
methodology by increasing the quantity, quality and credibility. In addition, inspired by
the development of mobile technology and its popularity, the UGC data carrying the
geographical information make the applications of location-based service (LBS)
possible. In this section, we will discuss the trend of UGC and how participatory sensing
and VGI turn it into LBS applications.

2.1 User-Generate Contents

User-generated content (UGC) refers to media content created or produced by the general
public rather than by paid professionals and primarily distributed on the Internet [7]. With
the emergence of Web 2.0, UGC has been, and will likely be, increasingly changing the
way that people search, find, read, gather, share, develop, and consume information.

Some websites or platforms take the advantages of UGC to build up their contents
or services. YouTube is a content community that allows users to post, view, and
comment to videos on the platform. Facebook is a social networking platform that users
can create profiles featuring personal information, interests, photos, and the like. Twitter
is a micro-blogging site that allows people to publish (tweet), reply to, and forward posts.
Wikipedia is an online encyclopedia that allows users to co-work with the produce of
knowledge. All the websites or platforms mentioned above use the UGC to support their
contents or service and profit from them. Some commercial websites use UGC tech‐
nologies to add value or weight to their existing contents. For instance, a recommender
system on Amazon.com (www.amazon.com) suggests books to customers based on
other books the customers have told Amazon they like. It also happens in some travel
services. Travel.com is a travel recommender system that provides the information about
hotel reservations, car rentals, airfares. The rating system of its website is driven by the
users’ assessment and recommendation.

UGC has the power of knowledge building, sharing, and recommending due to the
collection of users’ contribution. So far most of discussion and application of UGC focus
on the online environment. However, when UGC refers to the users’ locations, the inte‐
gration with participatory sensing will bring more spatial issues and applications to the
city environment.
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2.2 Participatory Sensing

Participatory sensing offers a number of advantages over traditional static sensor
networks, particularly in the urban scale. First, participatory sensing leverages existing
mobile communication infrastructures, the deployment costs are quite low. Second, the
mobile phone carriers provide ubiquitous spatiotemporal coverage. In addition, the ICT
and GPS elements embedded in mobile devices support the location-based information.
Therefore, using mobile phones as sensors not only affords economies of scale, but also
facilitates the ubiquitous deployment. By including citizens in the sensing loop, it is
possible to build or reveal the implicit information of city that supports the of citizen
living or government management.

Several exciting participatory sensing applications have emerged in the recent
decade. CarTel [14] is a mobile sensor computing system designed to collect, process,
deliver, and visualize data collected from sensors embedded in mobile vehicles. The
idea is used to design Google Maps Navigation service. Comparing with close-end GPS
navigation system, Google Maps Navigation shows the significant feather that navigates
drivers through the real-time traffic report. The real-time traffic report analysis is based
on traffic users’ collective feedback data to increase its accuracy and instantaneity. In
terms of citizens as sensors [11], some participatory sensing applications engage the
citizens’ perception power to assess spatial issues. Streetscore [18] developed by MIT
Media Lab is a scene understanding algorithm that can score city environmental issues.
It reveals the perceived issue of a streetscape such as safe, lively, boring, depressing,
wealthy, and beautiful by using training data from an online survey with contributions
from more than one million participants. Other applications of participatory sensing
include the collection and sharing of information about urban air [19], noise pollution
[20], cyclist experiences [9], diets [21], or consumer pricing information in offline
markets [8]. In short, participatory sensing engages citizens’ perception and mobility to
turn the complex urban context into measurable data.

By contributing recent convergence of greater access to ICT and GPS embedded
mobile devices, vast numbers of citizens become able to create and share Volunteered
Geographic Information (VGI) [22]. It generates large data related to the urban context
that need to be efficiently compiled. Goodchild [12] emphasize scientific information
visualization techniques as a way to handle large and complex data sets from partici‐
patory sensing and VGI location and time are crucial information in regard to data visu‐
alization of spatial issue. Recent work in geospatial visual analytics has focused on
combining visualization, spatial data mining, and statistical methods to these ends [1,
17, 28]. For instance, Casewise Visual Assessment (CAVE) methodology used infor‐
mation visualization to present design options and analyze big data sets from public
participation meetings held in urban and regional planning [2]. Currid and Williams
applied GIS-based methods for identifying hot spots to large data sets comprised of geo-
referenced images [6]. In conclusion, large geospatial data generated from participatory
or VGI benefit by geo-visualization methods. The visualized map-based information
reveals the useful messages that feedback to citizens and authorities for decision making
supports. It also enables the mass applications of LBS.
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The following sections we will introduce our system that is developed for the spatial
living quality assessment. In the end the experimental survey is also presented to
demonstrate the performance of our system.

3 City Probe: The Participatory Sensing System

Taking inspiration from mobile network and the trend towards participatory sensing in
data collecting and mapping, we propose a novel approach for the cooperative identifi‐
cation of spatial issues via citizens’ perception. The system called City Probe consists
of mobile phone APP and cloud platform that generates UGC data and compiles the
visualized maps [23, 25].

3.1 Mobile-Based Interface

Citizens are the most powerful sensor for the environmental issues detection. The notion
derived from Participatory Sensing [4], VGI [22], and Citizens as Sensors [11] drives
us to develop the City Probe APP for citizens’ perception collection. The perception
means a citizen’s cognition to the complex issue. In our paper, the complex issues are
particularly related to the spatial and qualitative environmental context. They can be
identified and quantified by citizens due to the power of human perception. The City
Probe APP design the location-based photo taking and rating functions to extract the
quantitative UGC information from citizens’ perception.

The APP is compiled both to Android/IOS languages and allows full access from
Google Play/Apple Store. The City Probe APP consists of three main functions including
(1) City Probe, (2) Individual Map, (3) Crowd Map (Fig. 1).

1. City Probe
The City Probe function is the most important part for the participatory sensing of
citizens. When a citizen clicks this button, the APP will request him to select the
preliminary issues we setup in advance. The issue setting is based on the principle
of environmental complex that any artificial sensor is hard to detect or identify. For
example, SAFETY issue is much more complex than the WEATHER issue. The
weather can be consisted of several quantifiable parameters such as temperature,
humidity, and air pressure etc. Besides, it can be measured by sensors. However, it
is difficult to determine the safety state by sensors or other devices. Therefore, the
qualitative issue like safety needs to depend on the human perception for compre‐
hensive judgment.
Once the citizen selects one of the qualitative issues, he needs to take a photo to
identify the target environment. After shooting, the City Probe APP will enter the
interactive rating screen for advance identification (Fig. 2 left). In the rating screen,
the photo taken before is displayed on the top. The location of photo shooting is
automatically detected and shown on the map. In the screen middle, the rating bar
allow the citizen to grade the photo via scrolling the slider. The range of slider is
from −10(negative) to +10(positive). The rating score represents how the citizen
assess and quantify the issue. After the rating, the citizen can click the topic conform
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button to finish this identification action. The collected data will be sent to the City
Probe platform for archive and retrieved in the individual and crowd map function.

Fig. 1. The main functions of City Probe APP

2. Individual Map
The citizen who finished the identification activities can go back to the entrance
screen and access his personal record by clicking the individual map button. The
personal identification result will be visualized as the gradient color dots in the map.
The red dots represent the positive rating scores. The darker red color means the
higher positive rating score. The blue dots represent the negative rating scores and
work on the same way.
The aim of individual map is to visualize the result of personal identification records.
It can be regarded as a personal topology of the city. Through the individual map,
the citizen can retrieve personal identified locations. When the citizen clicks one of
the dots, the record including the issue, the rating score, and the photo will pop up
for more detail retrieval. In addition, if the citizen identified multiple issues, he can
use the topic filter function to select target single issue or multiple issues.

3. Crowd Map
The City Probe APP also provides the crowd map for collective results visualization
(Fig. 2 right). The visualized results on the map are anonymous. It has the similar visu‐
alization type with the individual map but accumulates all the citizens’ identification
results together. The crowd map displays the collective identification results to reveal
the pattern of special issue. Through the crowd map, all participatory citizens can
observe the distribution of collective dots to understand the trend of special issue. When
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the citizen clicks one of the dots, the record including the issue, the rating score, and the
photo will pop up for more detail retrieval. In addition, the single or multiple issues also
can be selected or filtered via topic filter function.
Compared with the individual map, the crowd map is more like a UGC tool to quan‐
tify the spatial issues. The advance introduction will be discussed in the following
section.

Fig. 2. Left: the main rating screen of City Probe APP for environmental identification; Right:
the crowd map displays the collective identification results by gradient color dots. (Color figure
online)

3.2 Spatial Information Visualization

Each UGC collected by City Probe App contains at least five data categories. The data‐
base fields include user ID, time, longitude and latitude, photo, and rating value. The
geographic information (longitude and latitude) bound to each UGC data plays the crit‐
ical role for data aggregation, dissemination, mapping, and analysis. It provides the
opportunity to map diverse UGC data and visualize them in spatial way. The spatial
distribution of UGC data in the map helps us to perceive the relationship between virtual
data and the urban context. In addition, according to the rating value of each UGC data,
we can manipulate the information visualization in diverse ways for advance analysis.
However, in this paper we just focus on the discussion of collective data visualization,
although we can extract individual UGC record according to the user ID. We believe
the collective UGC is more powerful to reveal the trend and interest of citizens.

There are three kinds of collective visualization in our City Probe platform including
(1) rating value visualization, (2) rating amount visualization, and (3) rating heat visu‐
alization. All records with longitude and latitude coordinate (in degrees, WGS84) are
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analyzed and visualized by CartoDB. CartoDB is a software-as-a-service (SaaS) cloud
computing platform built on open source PostGIS and PostgreSQL. It enables users to
utilize geographic information system (GIS) and geo-visualization mapping for data
exploration and decision-making processes. The geo-visualization mapping provides
geospatial data analysis through the use of interactive visualization; it also simplifies
the display of raw data and facilitates the amateurs to understand the meaning of the
data [10, 16]. Finally, the City Probe platform translates the quantitative data into color
code and mark them as dots in the map.

1. Rating Value Visualization
The rating value is derived from the users’ identification score for the special issue.
Users who participate in the identification not only locate the spots, but also quantify
their perception into rating values. The span of rating value is from −10 to 10.
Negative number represent that users disagree the issue, and vice versa. The grade
of number means users’ perception level. We use the rating value and color code to
visualize the identified spot as a gradient dot in the map (Fig. 3). The red code
represents the positive value and the gradient represents the grade. The higher posi‐
tive rating value is shown as the darker blue color. The blue code represents the
negative rating value and works in the same way. Through the visualized map, we
can observe the distribution of users’ interest of special issue.

Fig. 3. Rating value map (Color figure online)

2. Rating Amount Visualization
The rating amount is compiled from the users’ identification amount for the special
issue. However, if we just distribute all of the spot locations, the outcome will be
similar with the rating value map but show less message. We use the geographical
proximity value to decide the cluster of proximal data. It can cluster the geographical
proximity UGC data to reveal the more observable map outcome (Fig. 4). The gathering
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amount of one cluster decides its visualized circle size. In addition, the geographical
proximity value is adjustable to present different levels of data cluster.

Fig. 4. Rating amount map

3. Rating Heat Visualization
Here the “heat” in the term refers to the concentration of the geographic entity within
any given spot, not to be confused with heat mapping that refers to the mapping of

Fig. 5. Rating heat map
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actual temperatures on the earth’s surface. The rating heat map (Fig. 5) uses statistical
analysis in order to define areas from high to low occurrence. Each point data is
analyzed in order to create a gradient showing the density of occurrence. The rating
heat map assist us to read the spatial pattern of issue. The resulting density surface
is visualized using a gradient that allows the areas of highest density (or hot spots)
to be easily identified.

4 The Filed Study for Special Issue

City Probe provides a tool for investigating the living quality in the city. In order to test
the performance of City Probe, we conducted the survey implemented by the City Probe.
The issue of this survey was addressed on the OCCUPANY of the arcade. Arcade is the
typical building type built as a continuous pass-through corridor in the ground floor for
pedestrians. Arcades in Taiwan are often occupied by car, motorcycle, and bicycle
parking or some temporary commercial activities. Most of them are illegal and result in
the decrease of living quality. Therefore, we try to take a survey about the arcade occu‐
pancy via citizens’ identification and assessment.

Fig. 6. Left: the total observing points reported from participants; Right: the heat map was
visualized based on the collective data. (Color figure online)

The survey area was conducted in the central district of Taichung city, Taiwan. There
are 52 participants who were asked to use City Probe APP in this survey. They needed
to identify the occupied arcades and give them the rating score of occupancy degree.
After the survey, 1453 UGC data were reported and marked on the map (Fig. 6 Left).
The data were analyzed by kernel density method [26] to calculate the density of features
in a neighborhood around those features. Then we visualized the result as the heat map.
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Red area meant the heavy occupied area. In addition, for advance analysis the cause of
occupancy, we overlaid the third party information provided by the city government.
Here we added the bus station layer to our heat map (Fig. 6 Right). We found that the
distribution of bus stations was hardly located in the red area. Most of them distributed
around the blue areas that represented the light occupancy. The finding means occupied
areas and bus stations may have spatially negative correlation. It may drive us to infer
that the deployment of bus station can decrease the probability of arcade occupancy. Of
course, our inference needs more sufficient evidences before we jump into conclusion;
even so, City Probe still demonstrates the outstanding capability as an UGC tool.

5 Conclusion

City Probe provides the novel participatory sensing method to engage citizens’ percep‐
tion power for the identification and assessment of city. It functions as a crowdsourcing
tool to survey qualitative issues and locate their spatial distributions. The design of rating
function not only facilitates the citizens’ participatory, but also engage their perception
to assess the quality of environments. Though grading the score from −10 to +10(nega‐
tive to positive of an issue), City Probe turns qualitative issues into measurable data. In
other words, the UGC generated by City Probe creates the quantitative index of city
issue; moreover, it carries the spatial characteristic for advanced mapping and visuali‐
zation. The experiment of arcade survey verifies the value of City Probe in the spatial
issue. By locating and assessing the OCCUPANCY, the pattern of occupied arcades is
revealed and visualized on the map.

Compared with traditional top-down planning and management from authorities,
City Probe provides an alternative bottom-up approach based on citizens’ experience
and interests. The crowd map visualized from City Probe UGC reveals the quantitative
and statistic information that never exist before. Through the mapping of map-based
visualization and the third party data, the geo-information-rich map delivers compre‐
hensive feedbacks to participants or any interested party for advanced decision making
supports. It may lead City Probe to become a powerful tool to engage citizens in the
Urban Governance.
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